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New Try in Rail Dispute

Fact-Finders

Reconvening

New York City's instrument jiggled, and

Tariff Bill Progressing

WASHINGTON (AP) — Democrats and

Julius Appreciates Grinnell Hospitality

"A SSP. 100,000,000 people in

See Brief Relief; Then More Cold

Relief from the current-acre threat

Earth-Shaking Incident

Just a Colleague Spied

Iowa City's Mercar Presents an Unusual Gift

Stalin Peace Talk Bid Is Rejected By U.S.

SUI Students Get Invitation To Minnesota

What Shadow! Bring on the Ice Cream!

Reply Given To Russians by Acheson

The Weather

Cloudy and wormly today with
drizzle or light snow.
Rain or snow tomorrow.
High today 30, low 25.
Yesterday's high 17, low 15.
Preps Gird for Tourneys
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Koo Leaves SUI on Tour; Will Lecture in Seven States

T. E. Koo, who is completing a semester as guest professor in the Iowa City school system, will leave for a seven-state tour as part of the Civil Education effort.

The Chinese scholar will conduct and Mrs. Koo will go with him. The couple said they were "very unhappy" to leave Iowa City.

During the last semester, Koo has taught Chinese at Central High School andiem. In the fall semester, he will teach at the University of Illinois.

While his wife has been teaching, Koo has been busy teaching and giving lectures in Iowa City groups. Mrs. Koo has been the secretary of the Iowa City Traveling Lecturer's Bureau.

Thompson, Smith To Attend Annual Sales Conference

Professor C. Wesley Thompson, director of the Department of English and modern languages, will attend the annual sales conference of T. J. Thompson & Company in St. Louis.

History Dept. Gets Fellowship Offers Valued at $20,000

History Department chairman Professor C. Wesley Thompson has received offers for early retirement, in excess of $20,000, for his 38 years of service to the University.

The offers came from: University of Illinois, the University of Minnesota, and the University of Wisconsin.

History Dept. Gets Fellowship Offers Valued at $20,000

The University of Minnesota has offered a fellowship of $2,500 to Professor C. Wesley Thompson, chairman of the History Department.

Alfred Biddle, chairman of the national insurance exchange, will be the speaker at the banquet of the History Department.

The talks will also be on the programs of the History Department. The banquet begins at 8:00 p.m. Friday in the Blackhawk hotel.

Police Report 5272 Damages in Three Collisions Tuesday

There were three accidents Tuesday, in which a total of $1,300 in damage was sustained, according to Iowa City police.

An accident at 10:30 a.m. Tuesday on Alton street involved a 19-year-old man and a 17-year-old who were driving a Ford and a Volkswagen, respectively.

At 11:30 a.m. Tuesday, a 20-year-old man was hit by a car at Kane street.

Two other accidents occurred Tuesday, in which a total of $2,000 in damage was sustained.

The first occurred at 1:00 a.m. Tuesday, in which a 19-year-old and a 17-year-old were involved.

The second occurred at 4:00 p.m. Tuesday, in which a 19-year-old was involved.

SUI Students 'Suffer' Anticipation, Suspense

SUI's Spring Festival of the Arts will be held on Friday, April 10, at 8:00 p.m. in the Iowa Memorial Union.

The festival will feature music, dance, drama, and visual arts, showcasing the talent of SUI students.
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DISHES

Shirt Ties

$3.65-$5.00

Jewelry

by McGeorge

Sweaters

by Weldon-B.V.D.

First Nighter

$3.95-$6.50

Quality First with Nationally Advertised Names
Do I LOOK, ALL RIGHT?" asks first-year-old Diane Caron, 3, as she makes a last-minute change before stepping inside a McDonald's restaurant with her parents and other members of her family. She is wearing a white dress and blue eyes, with her black hair pulled back into a bow. The family had just completed their meal and was heading out the door.

"DO YOU BOTHER THOSE OTHER FELLOWS HERE?" wonders little Ripper Mavis. "They're all wearing the same clothes. If we all wore the same clothes, it would be easier to pick out the people we know."

"JUST ONE MORE STEP!" exclaims Diane as she and Ripper enter the restaurant. "We're almost there."

Personal Notes

A sleepy time bell is rung at 10:00 p.m. in the dining hall of St. Paul's Episcopal School. The bell signals the end of dinner and the beginning of bedtime. Students are expected to be in their rooms by 10:00 p.m.

Society

Wed in St. Paul Chapel

A sleepy time bell is rung at 10:00 p.m. in the dining hall of St. Paul's Episcopal School. The bell signals the end of dinner and the beginning of bedtime. Students are expected to be in their rooms by 10:00 p.m.

Plan Audio-Visual Conference Here

Radio-visual conferences, meetings, and audiotaped programs will be held in the conference room of the audio-visual center. Students interested in participating in these conferences are encouraged to contact the audio-visual center directly.

Donations Total $689.30

From various parties, the total donations have reached $689.30. These donations will be used to support the audio-visual program and help fund the purchase of new equipment.

Young Toddlers Do Their Springtime Shopping Early

Springs are in the air, and young children are eager to explore the world around them. The local children's store, located at 123 Main Street, is filled with colorful clothing and toys.

One Position Open On School Board

Charlene H. Smith, a student at St. Paul's Episcopal School, has been appointed to the school board. She will fill the vacancy left by the resignation of another student.

Lutheran Society Reconsiders A Draft

The Lutheran Society has decided to reconsider its position on a draft proposal. The proposal, which was originally approved by the society, has now been revoked.

New Building By Program

A new building for a new program is being planned for the school. The building will be dedicated to the memory of a former student who passed away last year.

Evelyn Yordi Weds Washington Man in Two Ring Ceremony

Evelyn Yordi, daughter of Mrs. and Mr. Yordi, will marry a Washington man in a two-ring ceremony. The wedding will be held in the St. Paul's Episcopal School chapel.
None Dead, 35 Made Homeless by Hotel Fire

**BID FOR PEACE**
By Li Hinted

ANNOUNCING a rally Peace Meeting, Li Hing-Jen may have foreseen all the dramatic bid for peace, for his bid was a new one.

The Chinese have worked to bring the world to world peace, and Li, the 43rd Prime Minister of Peking, is the man responsible for the world's peace, he is the man responsible for world peace, he is the man responsible for world peace.

He has expressed his concern for peace, and he has urged the world to recognize the importance of world peace.

His bid for peace has been met with support from around the world, and he has been a powerful advocate for the importance of peace.

In his speech, he pointed out that the world is facing a major threat, and that it is up to all of us to work together to ensure that peace prevails.

He emphasized the importance of unity and cooperation, and he called on all nations to work together to build a world of peace.

Li Hing-Jen's bid for peace is a call to action, and it is a call to all of us to work together to build a world that is free of war and strife.

The world is at a crossroads, and the choice we make now will determine the future of our planet.

We must choose to work together, to build a world of peace, and to ensure that the lessons of the past are not repeated.

Li Hing-Jen's bid for peace is a call to action, and it is a call to all of us to work together to build a world of peace.
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Who's That Knocking at My Door?

(Sources are limited to express opinions in Letters to the Editor. All sources are to be served on a daily basis. The Letters column is open for discussion or personal reaction to any current event.

Out of the Caves —

The first youth movement to come to the United States was the Amherst chapter of the Young Men's Christian Association. This movement, which was formed in 1868, was the forerunner of the National Association of Young Men's Christian Associations. The National Association was founded in 1869, and its first president was George B. Washburn. The National Association was the first organization in the United States to be devoted exclusively to the welfare of young men.

The National Association was organized with the following objects:

1. To promote the moral and intellectual improvement of young men.
2. To provide opportunity for the study of the Bible and of the Christian religion.
3. To promote the advancement of science and the arts.
4. To promote the development of physical and mental health.

The first Amherst chapter of the National Association was organized in 1868, and it was the first chapter to be established in the United States. The Amherst chapter was formed with the following objects:

1. To promote the moral and intellectual improvement of young men.
2. To provide opportunity for the study of the Bible and of the Christian religion.
3. To promote the advancement of science and the arts.
4. To promote the development of physical and mental health.

The Amherst chapter was the first chapter to be established in the United States, and it was the first chapter to be organized under the National Association.
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City Issues Permits for Remodeling

As an estimate total of $1,000,000 in remodeling was reported by the city engineering office. The total reported to date is $1,000,000. A man in charge of the work bought $500 worth of materials for a job that will be done this week.

The Post-Capital Building workers are working on the remodeling of the west side of the building. The remodeling will be done to make the building more accessible to the public. The project is estimated to cost $100,000.

The work began on the west side of the building this week. The workers will work on the east side next week. The work is expected to be completed in six months.

French 'Merci Train' Reaches New York

French 'Merci Train' reached New York yesterday afternoon. The train was a railroad car for each of the 66 states and for the District of Columbia.

The train was a symbol of France's gratitude for the United States' support during World War II. The train carried gifts and relief supplies to support the people of France.

Iowa High Schools Get Faculty Names For Commencement

List of all faculty names who will be available at the high school graduation, were announced in the commencement program. The program was held in the high school auditorium.

The faculty members included: Dr. J. and Bridget Mulherin. (Danny) Mulherin, who was a member of the faculty. Mulherin served with company A after graduating from West Point.

The third remodeling permit was issued to Ray G. West Benton street. Giblin was the city engineer's aide for the permit.

The street department spent $35,733 of this total, or 1.69 per taxpayer. The overall cost of the remodeling was $21.02.

The nine women, plus two of and had a nice hot meal ready for the girls. They were trained to be officers and strong cadets, by the War Department.

The nine women are trained to be officers and strong cadets, by the War Department. They are a part of the Women's Army Corps (WAC). They are trained to be officers and strong cadets, by the War Department.

New York's car was finished. All cars will be delivered next week. The street department spent $35,733 of this total, or 1.69 per taxpayer. The overall cost of the remodeling was $21.02.

Panties Hang on Army Line

West Pointers Surrender to WAC Invaders

As 'Operation Silk Stockings' Begins

West Point (NY) - Six pairs of silk stockings were due in the clothesline at the eastern United States military headquarters yesterday with the arrival of an anxious, excited cadet who wanted to see his girlfriend.

A shock of five tight-fitting stockings, when young men were given licenses to sell them to officers and soldiers, caused the fashion police to issue a warning.

The stockings are made of a special fabric that is synthesized with nylon and spandex. The nylon is from the same company that makes the famous Flex-A-Band, a fabric supporter used for feminine support.

The stockings are made of a special fabric that is synthesized with nylon and spandex. They are made of a blend of nylon and spandex, which is a new material that provides more stretch and support than traditional fabrics.

Edward S. Rose

When you think of Design or Illustration-think of EDWARD S. ROSE, whom you located with courtesy by a professional Way at a Friendly Pharmacy.

DRUG SHOP

108 S. Delaware Street

The Moral of Our Story Is Clear:

Behind the playful plot, our intentions are definitely serious. We want to prove to you that Philip Morris brings you a welcome difference in cigarettes.

This proof is too extensive to be detailed here—but premeditated and engineered, it will be reported in a future issue. The proof can be found in a future issue.